The Enemy.... More Uncontrolled Globalization means......

- More container ships that are the highest polluters on the planet
- More pollution by uncontrolled and under legislated third world manufacturing activity.
- More safety problems in inexperienced emerging economies.
- More loss of our local manufacturing base and employment
- More transfer of service jobs offshore
- More need to have to compete with low cost wage countries
- More pressure to increase the wasteful support for exports due to need to pay for imports
- More global waste and productivity loss due to global transportation and long supply chain support effort.
- More unsustainable resource extraction and de-forestation to pay for the globalization process
- More imported and out of season food products that destroys our ability to “grow our own” in a sustainable way.
- More wasteful duplication of product offerings with less utilization of local capacity and capital.
- More loss of national sovereignty in all forms
- More loss of control of the national economy by governments
- More national balance of payment problems
- More Dilution of local government spending
- More foreign investment diluting our national stability
- More financialization services rather than real value to our economy
- More cross border capital flows disrupting local investments
- More pressure on national exchange rates
- More complex system needed to control national trade balance
- More inequality within and across nations
- More expectations to migrate and immigrate instead of making the native environment work.
- More Adverse and forced mixing of cultures
- More boom and bust growth due to trans-national corporatism
- More Trans-national corporate tax evasion at national levels
- More opportunity for trans-national corporatism to exploit national economies and its citizens.
- More international students that become unplanned and unneeded back door immigration.
- More dislocation of our own students who go offshore for wasteful exchange programs while foreign students get relevant experience in our own economy.
- Etc

In Summary..... **Globalization in its current form is a failed concept that has allowed Total Global Mismanagement...**